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Fed Interventions
The Federal Reserve has embarked on substantial interventions which have increased its 
balance sheet by approximately $2.5 trillion since March.  This has been seen in the 
accelerating money supply growth.  However, it is important to note the leveling off of 
growth in the Fed’s Balance Sheet and money supply.  The stabilization in levels may be 
interpreted negatively by investors who are seeking additional support for the economy.

Source:  Bloomberg 2



Financial Conditions
Based on the Fed’s actions, the financial conditions across U.S. markets have 
normalized as shown in the Bloomberg Financial Conditions Index.

Source:  Bloomberg, Census Bureau 3



Fed Dot Plot
The market corroborates the Fed’s expectation of no changes in interest rates in the short 
to medium term.  As shown below, the Federal Open Market Committee members don’t 
expect any changes in interest rates until after 2022.



Unemployment
The number of US workers receiving unemployment benefits is elevated due to the 
pandemic.  Most of those unemployed workers (≅ 60%) are considered temporary 
layoffs due to the government shutdown of the economy.  The longer the economy 
operates at less than full capacity, the more of these workers will have to find new jobs 
as their former jobs will no longer exist.  We have made improvements as shown 
below, but a full recovery will take significantly longer.

Source:  Bloomberg 5



Elections

Elections can sometimes 
introduce volatility into the 
investment markets as 
directions or narratives 
surrounding political 
leadership changes.  We have 
provided a historical 
perspective on how the S&P 
500 has performed during 
different political 
configurations.  Of course, 
Mark Twain said it best when 
he said, “History doesn’t 
repeat itself, but it often 
rhymes.”



Source:  Bloomberg, Census Bureau 7

Reasons Not to Invest

This chart always amazes me.  Most 
years provide ample, convincing 
reasons not to stay invested in the 
equity markets.  From World Wars 
to pandemics, investors always have 
numerous reasons to sell.   Once an 
investor sells, he or she has to be 
correct in when to buy back in.  
Many investors sell at the right time 
to then wait too long to buy in at 
the wrong time.  The chart also 
shows the increase in the equity 
markets during those times which 
has been substantial.  Time in the 
market can be more impactful on 
your financial future than timing the 
market.



Election Year Returns
Many investors seek to know 
the market returns for the 
year before and the year 
following an election.  As 
shown, the gray bars provide 
the return for the year of the 
election while the blue bar 
provides the return for the 
year following the election.  
On average, the returns have 
been quite good.  However, if 
the Incumbent Party loses the 
Presidency the market has 
mid single digit returns, on 
average, as investors adjust to 
the new political reality.



Earnings Growth Forecasts and Results
Earnings results for the second quarter are coming in with more than half having 
reported. Companies have been reporting “less bad” results meaning they are beating 
the extremely low expected earnings by 22.5% but have actually had an earnings 
decline of 10.4% since last quarter.  

Source:  Bloomberg 9



Tech Leadership is very high
Technology companies are making up the majority of returns in the S&P 500.  In fact, it is 
the highest leadership since early 2000s.  This leadership has been deserved as many 
technology companies have grown their revenues and earnings in line with their growing 
valuations.  However, it is a warning signal. 

Source:  Bloomberg 10



S&P 500 at near record levels?
As part of that warning signal, we will look at the top 5 companies in the S&P 500.  
Currently, those companies represent most of the growth in the S&P 500.  Excluding 
those five companies, the index would be barely positive over the past year.   When 
returns for a broad-based index become concentrated in just a few companies or 
sectors, investors should note it as a warning sign of possible market imbalances.

Source:  Bloomberg 11



US Dollar Index
In 2019/2020, the US dollar was strong due to a lack of USD to satisfy foreign demand.  Due to 
the massive issuance of US Treasuries and support provided by the Fed, the supply may now be 
matching demand eliminating a key support.  As such, this may indicate that the US Dollar may 
weaken.  A weakening USD may provide support for International/Emerging Market assets to 
outperform.

Source:  Bloomberg 12



Summary
To summarize:
• The Fed has stabilized the financial markets via various interventions, but the marginal effect of 

that support may be waning
• Elections may cause volatility as political uncertainty increases in the short term
• Earnings may trough this quarter and become marginally better for each of the next few quarters 

depending on COVID-19 and possible therapeutics and vaccines
• The US Dollar may struggle as the supply of dollars has surged relative to demand as global 

economic growth struggles due to the pandemic

Based on recent trends, we are staying with our neutral stance in US equities and our overweight in 
Growth.  We are looking for confirmation to overweight International/Emerging Market over US.  Once 
we see confirmation of those trends, we will be increasing exposure to those sub-asset classes.  
Additionally, we are cautious regarding investing on longer term fixed income instruments.  The 
election may cause volatility as federal election approaches.  From a historical perspective, the markets 
may take an adjustment to acclimate to a new regime.  Once in place, the equity markets may resume 
their trend upwards as the economy recovers from the pandemic-caused recession.  

Disclaimer: This newsletter is provided to you for informational purposes only. Any specific firm or security presented should not be construed as an endorsement or 
recommendation by Juncture Wealth Strategies, LLC. No advice may be rendered by Juncture Wealth Strategies, LLC unless a client service agreement is in place. Please consult 

with your financial advisor before making any investment.  Information provided by Bloomberg is believed to be accurate but has not been verified.
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